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The ERCAP Process From Our Perspective
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• Choose the correct program office (ASCR vs. SBIR vs. another office) to evaluate your proposal. A program 
manager from this program office will make the award decision, likely in consultation with the research award 
program manager (see next bullet).

• Make sure that you enter the correct name of the program manager who sponsors your research (if you have 
Office of Science funding). Also enter the Award Number.

• Pay attention to the submission deadlines (https://www.nersc.gov/users/accounts/allocations/deadlines/).

• You can submit at any time, but submissions by the deadline receive priority consideration

• If you request time later, we might be out of time to give (although that might change after the allocation-
reduction dates (https://www.nersc.gov/users/accounts/allocations/allocation-reductions/)).

• Larger requests should have a more-detailed justification. Explain how you calculated the time request (don’t 
forget about time for I/O, time for debugging new development/configurations, etc.).

• Very-small requests require some justification too, if nothing else, to make it clear that the request is not in error.

• There is a place in the request form to indicate ‘Codes’ (applications, libraries, etc.). Please fill this out: in addition 
to top-level applications, we are especially interested in dependencies that enable use of GPUs, AI/ML libraries, 
I/O libraries, workflow libraries, and ASCR/ECP-developed libraries.

https://www.nersc.gov/users/accounts/allocations/deadlines/
https://www.nersc.gov/users/accounts/allocations/allocation-reductions/


Supporting the Process and Other Resources
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• We view NERSC as an enabler of ASCR research, especially at larger scale, and encourage our funded projects to apply 
for time when potentially relevant.

• Please remember to include the appropriate acknowledgements in your publications. This really does matter! 
https://www.nersc.gov/users/accounts/user-accounts/acknowledge-nersc/ has the recommended text for NERSC and 
https://science.osti.gov/Funding-Opportunities/Acknowledgements for SC programs - both are needed where 
applicable.

• If you accomplish something particularly interesting, and you used resources at NERSC, please point this out when you 
talk to your program manager and let NERSC know as well.

• If you are looking for resources that NERSC does not appear to provide, please talk to NERSC and/or your program 
manager (NERSC has many capabilities, and ASCR also funds other testbeds and resources which might be appropriate).

https://www.nersc.gov/users/accounts/user-accounts/acknowledge-nersc/
https://science.osti.gov/Funding-Opportunities/Acknowledgements


Finding Out More About ASCR – FOAs
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The Office of Science’s “Open Call” generally 
represents the scope interest of the various 

programs.

Look at the closed FOAs to see how funding 
has been structured in the past.

Search non-lab award abstracts to get a sense 
for ongoing projects.



Finding Out More About ASCR – ASCAC
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Presentation videos are available.

The presentations for each 
meeting are posted.

Look for presentations by 
program leadership for 

information on future priorities.



Finding Out More About ASCR – Program Documents
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The “Program Documents” page has recent reports, with 
“Priority Research Directions” and “Priority Research 

Opportunities” in different areas of interest.



Finding Out More About ASCR – GovDelivery
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For updates from ASCR (announcements for 
ASCAC meetings, FOAs, awards, workshops, etc.) 

signup for the GovDelivery email service.

This link is near the bottom of 
https://science.osti.gov/ascr


